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Today’s Topics
● How Did We Get Here?
● What is AI?
● What Can AI Do?
● AI in the “Classroom”
● AI and Free Time
● Prompt Libraries



The most valuable 
resource we have is the 

teacher
Now is our opportunity to teach Ss how to use this appropriately.



How Did We Get Here?



Let’s Look How Things Have Developed

America Online (AOL) 
launches

Blackberry Launches

Google has 8 billion pages

Facebook launches at 
Harvard

Iphone is released

1991 1999

2004 2007

GPS and 60% of Houses 
have 1 computer

New Iphone sells 5 million 
units in 1 weekend

800 million Facebook 
users

2000

2012



ChatGPT is estimated to have reached 100 million users in just two months.1 It took Netflix 
10 years to reach 100 million users; six and half years for Google Translate; roughly two 
and a half years for Instagram; and about nine months for TikTok.2,3







“Chasm of 
adoption”

https://blog.gmaven.com/dictionary/tech-adoption-lifecycle/


What is AI?



What is AI??
● AI used to reference machine 

learning and predicting based off of 
past behavior (shopping on 
Amazon).

● Now we talk about generative AI -
machine learning creating new 
content.
○ Predict words that associate 

with each other
○ Think “autocomplete” on 

steroids

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t9gmyvf7JYo


Coming in 2024…

17 trillion parameters!

ChatGPT - free 
version 3.5

Bing’s Chat (creative 
or precise modes)

1.7 trillion parameters



What Can AI Do?
A million tools for a million tasks…

There’s an AI for that!!

https://theresanaiforthat.com/


Chat GPT Privacy Policy* Chat GPT and Your Data

AI and Your Data

● Privacy policystates data can be 
shared with third party vendors, 
law enforcement and other users
○ Tool should not be used by 

children under 13 - COPPA

● AI collects a LOT of data!!

● Terms of use state you must be 
18  or older to use ChatGPT**
○ Students under 18  should 

not be asked to use this 
tool

https://openai.com/privacy/
https://openai.com/privacy/
https://www.ftc.gov/legal-library/browse/rules/childrens-online-privacy-protection-rule-coppa
https://openai.com/terms/


COPPA Compliance at FH

North Carolina’s Sample AI Permission

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1T-p9O7WPXw19VPl5vPa043tz5G1GshuEY1SX2BVx6PI/edit?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GNiK_98G7Ughix4YFgIbbWmQMFk8ZDkPiT5EBrcct1E/edit


Training of AI
● Is NOT innately trustworthy
○ LLMs were trained with a massive data set written by humans, 

pulled from the internet
■ Responses can reflect biases of the trainers

● Makes stuff up - some say between 3% to 27% of material!
○ LLMs will produce responses to the best of its ability
○ When there are gaps, it fills them in with what it trained as a 

natural connection - rubbish at times
It is getting better…37% reduction from ChatGPT 3.5 to 4.0

https://www.nytimes.com/2023/11/06/technology/chatbots-hallucination-rates.html
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-023-41032-5






AI in the Classroom



Junior Achievement Survey Quizlet State of AI Survey

Are Students Using AI?

● 44% of  teens are likely to use AI 
to do their school work
○ 60% consider using AI in any 

way cheating
● 48% know a “friend” or 

“classmate” that have used AI for 
classwork

● 62% of respondents have used AI
○ Students who study MORE 

than 3 hours/night more 
likely to use AI

● 47% of students say AI has a 
positive impact on learning 
experience

https://jausa.ja.org/news/blog/the-rising-trend-of-teens-using-ai-for-schoolwork
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/quizlets-state-of-ai-in-education-survey-reveals-teachers-are-surprise-ai-champions-301884427.html


ACT AI Study

● 46% of students report using AI tools
○ 55% of students NOT using AI 

reported that they didn’t know 
enough about the tools to use 
them

● 53% of students with scores in the top 
quartile use AI tools
○ Only 36% of students in the 

bottom quartile are using them

Best Colleges Survey

● 53% of students have a course 
that requires the use of AI as part 
of an assignment

● 56% of students have use AI to 
complete assignments/exams
○ 58% of colleges have a 

policy on AI usage

Are Students Using AI?

https://www.act.org/content/dam/act/secured/documents/High-School-Students-Use-and-Impressions-of-AI-Tools-Accessible.pdf
https://www.bestcolleges.com/research/most-college-students-have-used-ai-survey/#:%7E:text=General-,56%25%20of%20College%20Students%20Have%20Used%20AI%20on%20Assignments%20or,counts%20as%20cheating%20or%20plagiarism.&text=Jane%20Nam%20is%20a%20staff%20writer%20for%20BestColleges'%20Data%20Center.


University of Michigan Cornell University

Colleges and AI Guidance

● GenAI-based tools are just that, 
tools that you wield. Your prompts 
can determine the quality of 
information that you get and should 
assist you in your academic growth.

● They do not and should not replace 
your ability for critical thinking and 
problem-solving as an individual.

● prohibit the use of GAI where it interferes 
with students developing foundational 
understanding, skills or knowledge;

● allow with attribution where GAI could be 
a useful resource, and require students to 
take responsibility for accuracy and 
attribution of GAI content; and

● encourage and actively integrate GAI into 
the learning process.

100 College/University Policies on AI

https://genai.umich.edu/guidance/students
https://news.cornell.edu/stories/2023/09/faculty-offered-guidance-teaching-age-chatgpt
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1RMVwzjc1o0Mi8Blw_-JUTcXv02b2WRH86vw7mi16W3U/edit




The Elephant in the Room
AI and Plagiarism



Plagiarism and AI
● AI detectors do not reliably work.
● Alice Keeler and Using AI in Class 

○ How to use in a class syllabus
○ Acceptable and Unacceptable Prompts

https://arxiv.org/abs/2306.15666
https://alicekeeler.com/2023/05/24/acceptable-use-policy-for-ai-in-the-ela-classroom/
https://virtualizationreview.com/articles/2023/07/10/ai-detection.aspx#:%7E:text=No%20one%20knows%20yet%2C%20but,for%20AI%2DGenerated%20Text.%22


Accuracy Levels Based on Research

TurnItIn’s Blog - 4 of every 100 sentences may be false positives…
10% of false positives are not near any AI writing…

https://virtualizationreview.com/articles/2023/07/10/%7E/media/ECG/virtualizationreview/Images/2023/07/ai_detection_tools.ashx
https://arxiv.org/abs/2306.15666
https://www.turnitin.com/blog/ai-writing-detection-update-from-turnitins-chief-product-officer
https://www.turnitin.com/blog/ai-writing-detection-update-from-turnitins-chief-product-officer


MLL Student Bias Temple University Study

Additional Concerns with AI Detectors

● Non-native English speaking Ss 
work was misidentified as AI at a 
greater rate than work generated 
by native English speaking Ss.

● Simple adaptations of text 
bypassed AI detectors

● EdWeek article

● Disguised AI Text - Turnitin correctly 
identified 19 of 30 of these texts as being 
100% AI generated, or 63%. Eight samples 
were rated as partially (43-95%) AI-
generated.

● AI Generated Text - Turnitin correctly 
identified 23 of 30 samples in this 
category as being 100% AI generated, or 
77%. Five samples were rated as partially 
(52-97%) AI-generated. 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2304.02819
https://teaching.temple.edu/sites/teaching/files/media/document/Evaluating%20the%20Effectiveness%20of%20Turnitin%E2%80%99s%20AI%20Writing%20Indicator%20Model.pdf
https://www.edweek.org/technology/another-ai-issue-for-schools-to-know-about-bias-against-non-native-english-speakers/2023/08?utm_source=tw&utm_medium=soc&utm_campaign=edit


Unreliable and Avoidable Turnitin’s Results

Additional Concerns with AI Detectors

● “In this paper, we show both 
theoretically and empirically, that the 
state-of-the-art detectors cannot 
reliably detect LLM outputs in practical 
scenarios.”

● “The best possible detector may only 
perform marginally better than a 
random classifier.”

● Accurately identified 6 of 16 essays 
from article

● Outright failed on 3 - incorrect or 
missed AI generated content
○ Including 100% student written 

essays
● Partially correct on 7 - misidentified 

the portion that was AI created or mix 
used created

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2303.11156.pdf
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2023/04/01/chatgpt-cheating-detection-turnitin/


Teacher Grading Bias Teachers Identifying AI Work

Additional Concerns with AI Work

● When AI papers were in the mix, Ts 
graded human written papers harder 
suspecting the high quality of work 
was AI generated

● The Ts best at identifying AI work were 
those who had the most experience 
using AI in their professional practice.

● “We investigate: 1) the extent to which 
linguists/reviewers from top journals
can distinguish AI- from human-
generated writing, 2) what the basis of 
reviewers’ decisions are”

● “reviewers were largely unsuccessful 
in identifying AI versus human writing, 
with an overall positive identification 
rate of only 38.9%”

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/02602938.2023.2241676
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S2772766123000289?via%3Dihub


https://www.hollyclark.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/09/email.jpg


Cite AI Usage Add AI Appendices

What Can We Do?

https://www.canva.com/link?target=https%3A%2F%2Fdrive.google.com%2Ffile%2Fd%2F194mPntfxKybCgvx2cZ-p5LbZxg1IGAFt%2Fview%3Fusp%3Dsharing&design=DAF6zziw0Os&accessRole=viewer&linkSource=document


AI and Plagiarism

● RED - AI not allowed.
● Yellow - AI allowed in initial drafting; edits & 

rationale for non-edits required.
● Green - First draft created independently, AI used to 

edit/revise.
● Blue - AI use / Green approach optional.

AI Inclusive Writing Pilot

*Developed by Hillside Middle School Language & Literature teachers in 
partnership with Dr. Scott Schopieray of MSU and Mr. Peter Milne, REMC 
2C Director & Instructional Technology Specialist, of Traverse City

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1REZ2lCyitemy6TVP2vx6zmYuQ9y9XhhLl9BG0VgUA8o/edit


https://www.dpi.nc.gov/news/press-releases/2024/01/16/ncdpi-releases-guidance-use-artificial-intelligence-schools


More time and training

Safeguards and Protocols

Training, training, training

MI Virtual Study of Educators

Research revealed teachers would like more opportunities to experiment with AI in safe 
places

Teachers would like safeguards and protocols for AI usage for students and staff

Teachers would like more training on AI integration into their instruction and curriculum

https://michiganvirtual.org/research/publications/balancing-the-risks-and-rewards-of-ai-integration-for-michigan-teachers/


How to use AI to free up TIME





ChatGPT Increases Productivity Generative AI Increases Creativity

Productivity and Creativity

● ChatGPT substantially raises 
average productivity.

● ChatGPT mostly substitutes for 
worker effort rather than 
complementing worker skills

● Exposure to ChatGPT increases 
job satisfaction and self-
efficacy 

● Access to GenAI ideas causes 
an increase in the writer’s 
creativity by 8% to 9%

● Improvements of up to 22% to 
26% among less creative 
writers.

https://economics.mit.edu/sites/default/files/inline-files/Noy_Zhang_1_0.pdf
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=4535536




Role

Audience

Task

AI as a Personal Assistant - RAT

When working with AI, write as though you are talking to another person. Assign it a role as AI’s 
outputs improve when given the direction of what role it should take on when creating an answer.

Who or what are you creating this for, in what format?

Be specific with the task you want AI to complete. Sometimes prompts will have multiple steps in 
them. If the initial output isn’t satisfactory, break it into multiple steps.



Parent Email - Chat GPT

Prompt: Pretend you’re a high school 
Assistant Principal. You’ve been 
working with a family for weeks 
regarding a behavior issue. You 
need to craft an email to the parent 
letting them know you’ve found no 
evidence to support their claims, and, 
that at this time, the matter is settled 
on the school’s end of things.



504 Coordinator - Bing

Prompt: Pretend you are a 
high school 504 coordinator. A 
parent has provided evidence 
that their student has 
dyscalculia. Provide a list in 
bullet points of possible 
accommodations to support 
this student in classes.



Bell Schedules, anyone?



PROMPT:  You're a middle 
school principal who believes 
in restorative justice.  Create a 
restorative assignment a 
student might complete if he 
used a racial slur.  Include at 
least two article for him to read 
and some questions for each.

Restorative Assignments



APUSH Assessment - Bing

Prompt: You are an expert historian. You are 
working on a biography on Henry Clay. You need 
to develop a three essay prompts to see if your 
readers understand what they have read. Using all 
available resources, create these prompts with an 
answer key of 1 paragraph each. Two of the 
question answers should be incorrect, thereby 
allowing your readers to apply their new 
knowledge. These questions should be from 
before 1860 and involve higher order thinking 
skills.

Second prompt: What was henry clay's viewpoint 
on a stronger national economy. Wrong answers 
only supported by false facts from the time period



Assessments - ChatGPT

Exit Ticket for lesson on Great 
Depression





Use AI to craft new explanations of different topics and write parent emails!



Central Office Applications
Consider HR, Business Office, Operations

● Communication creation & review
● Interview questions & candidate 

screening
● Lease vs. buy analysis
● Grant research
● Logo creation

Increasing Predictive Capabilities

● Communication creation
● Repair/replace prediction
● Interview bots
● Interfund transfer history, 

prediction, and analysis
● Route optimization
● Fuel price prediction
● Enrollment

Created in 30 seconds with 
two prompts



Given all this…

Of that two-thirds:

37% said they haven’t 
used them and don’t plan to 

start

“Two of every three educators said they haven’t used AI-
driven tools in their classrooms…”

Of that two-thirds:

29% said they haven’t 
used them but plan to start…

Source:  Langreo, L. (2024). Most Teachers Are Not Using AI. Here’s Why. Retrieved from 
https://www.edweek.org/technology/most-teachers-are-not-using-ai-heres-why/2024/01

https://www.edweek.org/technology/most-teachers-are-not-using-ai-heres-why/2024/01


Where Can I Start?
Leading Providers of AI as a Service



app.magicschool.ai/

AI to Free Up Time

● Create a WIDE variety of 
resources

● Step-by-step prompts
○ Youtube Video Qs
○ SAT Questions
○ Translate Text

● Now has a student facing portal

https://app.magicschool.ai/


Diffit

AI to Free Up Time

● Create leveled reading summaries
● Instantly create:

○ MC questions
○ Short Answer questions
○ Open Ended Prompts
○ User ready note sheets

https://beta.diffit.me/#topic


eduaide.ai

AI to Free Up Time

● Create a WIDE variety of resources
● Step-by-step prompts

○ Lesson plans
○ Learning Objectives and Success 

Criteria
○ Rubrics
○ FEEDBACK BOT

■ Assess student (or your 
own) writing!

https://www.eduaide.ai/app/generator


Brisk

“Mr. Brooks, I put it in Brisk and it told me the same things that you said!”  - 8th grade student

Free extension, lives in Google Suite…change your life!



SchoolAI

AI Tutoring

● Test Prep Bots
○ AP Courses
○ PSAT/SAT
○ FAFSA

● History Comes to Life
○ Conversations with histories 

greatest influencers
■ George Washington Carver
■ Harriet Tubman
■ Winston Churchill



Copilot - From Microsoft

Gemini - From Google

Chat GPT

Advanced Users

Most advanced FREE version available, linked to the internet, and image creation.

Rapidly improving version linked to Google Accounts, access to internet and Youtube.

Free version is still handy and useful. Not connected to internet. Paid version is FAR more 
powerful.

https://copilot.microsoft.com/
https://gemini.google.com/
https://gemini.google.com/
https://chat.openai.com/
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/17tm1Ryk4XUt1Udp7r5ybtx6NuxwYO23SsjUztn3dnIo/edit?usp=sharing


Prompting Guides
I’m good to go, but what do I say?



https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1qYhqDXmr-hf1AhDrnDW4sSJzOhTIaIsN


https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1qYhqDXmr-hf1AhDrnDW4sSJzOhTIaIsN


Ethan Mollick Prompt Library

https://www.moreusefulthings.com/prompts


Example Generator Quiz Generator

In Depth Prompts

You are a quiz creator of highly diagnostic quizzes. You 
will make good low-stakes tests and diagnostics. You will 
then ask me two questions. First, (1) What, specifically, 
should the quiz test? Second, (2) For which audience is 
the quiz? Once you have my answers, you will construct 
several multiple-choice questions to quiz the audience on 
that topic. The questions should be highly relevant and 
go beyond just facts. Multiple choice questions should 
include plausible, competitive alternate responses and 
should not include an “all of the above” option. At the 
end of the quiz, you will provide an answer key and 
explain the right answer.

I would like you to act as an example generator for 
students. When confronted with new and complex 
concepts, adding many and varied examples helps 
students better understand those concepts. I would 
like you to ask what concept I would like 
examples of and what level of students I am 
teaching. You will look up the concept and then 
provide me with four different and varied 
accurate examples of the concept in action

https://www.educationnext.org/a-i-in-education-leap-into-new-era-machine-intelligence-carries-risks-challenges-promises/


Adaptive Tutoring Writing Feedback

In Depth Prompts

You are the StudyBuddy, an adaptive tutor. Your 
task is to provide a lesson on the basics of a subject 
followed by a quiz that is either multiple choice or a 
short answer. After I respond to the quiz, please 
grade my answer. Explain the correct answer. If I 
get it right, move on to the next lesson. If I get it 
wrong, explain the concept again using simpler 
language. To personalize the learning experience 
for me, please ask what my interests are. Use that 
information to make relevant examples throughout.

I want you to act as an AI writing tutor. I will provide 
you with a student who needs help improving their 
writing, and your task is to use artificial intelligence 
tools, such as natural language processing, to give 
the student feedback on how they can improve their 
composition. You should also use your rhetorical 
knowledge and experience about effective writing 
techniques in order to suggest ways that the student 
can better express their thoughts and ideas in 
written form

https://www.educationnext.org/a-i-in-education-leap-into-new-era-machine-intelligence-carries-risks-challenges-promises/




https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=4475995


https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=4475995


Prompt Libraries

https://tinyurl.com/AI
PromptsResearch

https://alicekeeler.com/202
3/03/09/100-prompts-for-
teachers-to-ask-chatgpt/

https://tinyurl.com/15Cha
tGPTPrompts https://ditchthattextbook.

com/ai/#tve-jump-
18606008967

How to craft prompts -
research based

Alice Keeler and 100 
prompts

15 ChatGPT Prompts 20 ways to use AI for 
learning

https://www.aiforeduca
tion.io/prompt-library

https://openai.com/blog/t
eaching-with-ai

AI for Education Prompt 
Library

Teaching with AI

https://tinyurl.com/AIPromptsResearch
https://tinyurl.com/AIPromptsResearch
https://alicekeeler.com/2023/03/09/100-prompts-for-teachers-to-ask-chatgpt/
https://alicekeeler.com/2023/03/09/100-prompts-for-teachers-to-ask-chatgpt/
https://alicekeeler.com/2023/03/09/100-prompts-for-teachers-to-ask-chatgpt/
https://tinyurl.com/15ChatGPTPrompts
https://tinyurl.com/15ChatGPTPrompts
https://ditchthattextbook.com/ai/#tve-jump-18606008967
https://ditchthattextbook.com/ai/#tve-jump-18606008967
https://ditchthattextbook.com/ai/#tve-jump-18606008967
https://www.aiforeducation.io/prompt-library
https://www.aiforeducation.io/prompt-library
https://openai.com/blog/teaching-with-ai
https://openai.com/blog/teaching-with-ai


We hire teachers to 
teach

Now is our opportunity to teach Ss how to use this appropriately.



Aaron Romoslawski William Jones

Continue the Conversation

Twitter: 
@aromoslawski

Email: 
aromoslawski@fhps.net

Twitter: 
@williamjones222

Email: 
joneswi@northvilleschools.org
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